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SCR Turn Off Commutation Circuits
SCR Turn Off Commutation Circuits Capacitor Commutation. In DC circuits. the SCR can be turned off by
switching... Commutation by External Source. In this type of commutation circuit,... Commutation by
Resonance. The natural resonance set up in an LC circuit can be used directly... AC Line ...

Commutation of SCR and its Types | Electrical Concepts
Commutation of SCR is defined as the process of turning off an SCR / thyristor. It is the process by which an
SCR or thyristor is brought to OFF state from ON state. We know that, an SCR is turned on by applying a gate
signal to a forward biased SCR.

SCR Turn OFF Methods | Natural, Forced, Dynamic
The turn OFF process of an SCR is called commutation. The term commutation means the transfer of currents
from one path to another. So the commutation circuit does this job by reducing the forward current to zero so as
to turn OFF the SCR or Thyristor. To turn OFF the conducting SCR the below conditions must be satisfied.

Classification of Thyristor Commutation Techniques
Class A is one of frequently used thyristor commutation techniques. If thyristor is triggered or turned on, then
anode current will flow by charging capacitor C with dot as positive. The second order under-damped circuit is
formed by the inductor or AC resistor, capacitor and resistor. If the current builds up through SCR and
completes the half cycle, then the inductor current will flow through the SCR in the reverse direction which will
turn off thyristor.

Turning Off SCR (Commutation)
The process of turning OFF SCR is defined as “Commutation”. In all commutation techniques, a reverse voltage
is applied across the thyristor during the turn OFF process. By turning OFF a thyristor we bring it from forward
conducting to the forward blocking mode.

What is meant by commutation circuit? | AnswersDrive
Forced Commutation : The process of turning OFF a thyristor or SCR by using external circuits is known as
Forced Commutation. The circuit used for this commutation method is known as commutation circuit and the
components that are used in the circuitry , are known as commutating components.

The Silicon
SCR triggering by Complex Circuits. This extra terminal is called the gate, and it is used to trigger the device
into conduction (latch it) by the application of a small voltage. To trigger, or fire, an SCR, voltage must be
applied between the gate and cathode, positive to the gate and negative to the cathode.

SCR Turning OFF methods
The voltage reverses every half cycle in an ac circuit, so that an SCR in the line would be reverse biased every
negative cycle and would turn off. This is called phase commutation or ac line commutation. To create a reverse
biased voltage across the SCR, which is in the line of a dc circuit, capacitors can be used.

Load Commutation of SCR
Load Commutation of SCR is also known as Class-A commutation. In Load Commutation, Capacitor C &
Inductor L are used as commutating element. Commutating element L and C are connected in series with the
load resistance if the value of load resistance is low.

